
  

Dear Walker Supplier, 

 

As we each discover new realities with COVID-19, Walker has implemented new measures to protect people and supply 

chains. Our intent is to maximize our effectiveness in getting products to customers while we take care of our associates 

during this unusual time. 

 

Fully Functional 

Walker is fully functional and fully able to handle anticipated demand and we intend to stay that way. Walker’s 

externally facing, ‘work from home’ teams are fully equipped with the IT and connectivity tools they need to continue 

marketing, selling and delivering your products. As a supplier of critical infrastructure, we are being as predictive and as 

proactive as we can to maximize delivery success. We are polling our customers for changes in demand and network 

requirements so that we can help them satisfy the needs of their community. We have and will continue to reforecast 

and reorder from you, our supply base, appropriately. 

 

People Protection 

We have eliminated unnecessary travel while insuring that our teams are available for essential network support and 

network modernization where needed. All Walker administrative and non-Integration and Distribution Center (IDC) staff 

are now working from home, with a few necessary exceptions. We are practicing high level hygiene and maximum social 

distancing in our operations as we manage inventoried products and get them to our mutual customers. 

 

Product Delivery Inquiries and Actions 

We will continue to request from you periodic updates on potential disruptions to your supply chain. That data, coupled 

with our own ordering and inventory scenarios, will enable us to keep our customers appropriately informed about 

product availability. If there are substantial delays, we will notify customers and make recommendations for resolution. 

Most interruptions thus far have been mild, remedied with our on-hand inventory and actioned with additional orders 

and allocations. 

 

Shipping and Receiving 

Our freight carriers have notified us that in some geographies, freight receipt will be impaired. We currently have no 

such issue in receiving freight at our facilities. We will frequently contact our customers and their contractors to validate 

their ability to receive our shipments. We will actively work to deliver affected shipments as soon as the appropriate 

receiver can accept them. 

 

Please watch for our emails and postings of pertinent updates. Thank you, be safe and stay healthy in this unusual time. 

 

 
Chrystie Brown 

CEO, Walker and Associates 


